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OII.J AND GAS POLICY JN THE EUROPEAl, 

COMMUNITY 

Io The iiil_P.ortance of North Sea Oil and Gas to 

Many of you are vtell aware, I am sure, that the 

European Community intends to make a major effort 

betvreen now and !985, to reduce dependence on 

imported energy1and to diversify sources of 

supplyo This effort is expressed by the energy 

targets adopted by the European Council of 

Mli1isters in December I974• 

These targets set out to reduce Community 

dependence on fossil fuel imports from the 

present 6o% or so of total energy requirements 

to around 5<Y'fo at least, and 4o% if possible 

/Tn this the North Sea • u 
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In this the Horth 5ea \·:ill pJ.a.y 1:1. }':.cy ro.1.e : 

first as an indigeneous so<:roe of oil and gas 

supplying up to I2 to I5% of Com.rnti.nity energy 

requirements in I985 ; secondly as a privileged 

source of imports l-Torth, perhaps, a fm·•ther 

5 to 7% or so of requirements. 

By way of comparison, in I985 coo.l should be 

providing a further I4 % or so of Cormmmity 

requirements, and nuclear energy an.other 

I3 %or so. 

Quite clearly, the development of the North Sea 

must be one of the central pillars of the 

Community's energy supply policy. 

It is important to und.erstand that the objectives 

I have just outlined to you, ant'l. the figures \·rhich 

go with them, reflect what appears to the 

polit:.i.cally posf:(::i.ble for lJor!-.r&.y .s.ml t.:he Un:i.t.sd 

/Kingdom, rather th:m •. • · 
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K:ingd.om, rather than what mighil 

be technically possible. Thus these figures are· 

entirely consistent with production forecasts 

published by the governments concerned for the 

Bu.t it is no secret that the Community as a whole 

would like to see oi!_ and gas ressources developed at 

the upper limit of what is politically possible. 

And thereby lies the first function of the 

Community ; - to create a general environment in 

which the pursuit of the common interest can be 

made to be and lle seen to be consistent with the 

national interest. 

In this context, I l'lould like to underline the 

impcrtance of the social and political problems 

which the countries most directly concerned with 

develop.ing North Sea Oil have to face at the 

moment. North Sea Oil and gas is a great potential 

benefit but also a risk. 

/For Britain the risks are above 
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For Britain the risks are above all economic. 

The costs of developing North Sea Oil and getting 

it ashore are rocketing. If they continue at the 

present rate, the economic viability of many 

marginal fields, particularly those yet to be 

developed, coul~ easily be jeopardisede A modest 

fall in world oil prices by around 3 dollars a 

barrel in real terms over the next five years could 

put those fields in real trouble. 

Estimates of the scale of present and future 

investment in the North Sea vary widely, but some 

have estimated that up to 5 thousand million 

pounds sterling could have been directly invested 

in the British sector by I980, with more tha."l that 

again in ancillary facilities. 

If a significant proportion of this :investment >-J"as 

to go sour, it would be a major catastrophe for 

the United Kingdom economy, which cannot afford 

/a ·transfer of ressourcos. •e 
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a transfer of ressources into ultimately 

non-productive uses. 

For Norway, the risks take on a more social and 

regional character. But if the character of the 

problem is rather different, the fact for 

Norway too, there are risks, even if rather 

more qualitative, in the development of North 

Sea ressources. 

The development of a Community oil and gas 

policy must be such as to respond to these 

problems. And in so doing, it will respond to 

some of the most important uncertainties that 

the companies face in North Sea exploration 

and production. The kind of Community frame\'lork 

we are considering would go a long way towards 

reducing uncertainties in three crucial areas. 

- first ; future trends in prices of crude and 

oil products 

- secondly ; the terms on which finance l'lill be 

/available to industry ••• 
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available to industry, and, above all, the sheer 

ava.ilibity of that finance 

- thirdly·; the problems we mey anticipate due 

to over-capacity in the refining sector, to 

·l 
increased product imports, a..'ld inadequate returns, 

in general, on downstream investment. 

But before corning as to discuss in more detail how 

such a. policy might develop in concrete terms, and 

the obstacles lvhich have yet to be overcome, let me 

pause a. while to stress the importance of the effort 

which is already undenmy within the Community, 

to support indigenous oil and gas production. 

3. The Euro;eean Co~~ities :e~sent ;policies 

What I am going to say later might give the 

impression that there is a very long and difficult 

road to travel before a coherent an detailled 

Cow~ity oil and gas policy cotud be said to exist. 

To some extent, that is true, but I think it is 

/important to note ••• 
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important to note lrhat is already agreed, which 

is in my vie1-1, of some consic1erable significance. 

But before com:!.ng on to discu.ss measures t-Jhich 

directly support oil end gas exploration and 

production, I would like to underline the 

importance of the support in the market place 

. which the energy policy cidopted. by the 

Community l~st December offers. 

Ho1-v does this support operate ? By enhancing the 

market for oil and gat:J, Thus oil and gas ressources 

will be cha~elled into those uses where substitutes· 

are least easily obtained, so that the optimum use 

is made of a scarce and valuable fuel. The use of 

oil and gas as a basic source of heat will be 

minimised, except vihere environmental conditions 

require it ( o,g. gas used for space heating of 

urban dtvell:i.ngs). This 1-1ill be achieved by the 

accelerated development of alternative ener&f 

ressources and an active progran~e of energy 

/ c.onservat ion, involving 
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conservation, involving an investment commitment 

(oil and gas excluded) of welle over 65 thousand 

million pounds sterling in the period 1975-1985 

(over I30 milliard UC), for tlie Community as a 

whole. 

In figures, this effort should have the following 

consequences : 

- even if the EEC economy grol\rs a.t 4 % p.a. over 

the period !975-!985, an energy conservation 

programme should ensure that overall energy 

requirements do not grow at more than 3 % E·~· 

This f>houlo. result in a sav:ing of around 

250 million tons oil equivalent in I985 -

not muoh different from probable north Sea 

production in that year. 

- whereas, L~ the period 1960-!973, for each 

IO million tons oil equivalent increase in 

overall energy requirement, oil and gas 

/requirements increased by ••• 
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requirements increased by I3.4 million tons, in 

the period I974-I985, for each IO million tons 

oil equivalent increase in overall energy requirements 

will only increase by around 6.4 million tons oil 

equivalent. This t'lill be achieved by an ambitious 

programme for nuclear power and by maintaining 

the current level of Community coal production. 

- a more rational use of oil and gas ressources 

will be ensured. The Council of Ministers have 

already adopted a directive restricting the use 

of oil and gas in power stations. h~ereas 

4I million tons of oil and gas were used to 

generate electricity in I973, only, at the 

most, some 22 million tons will be so used in 

I985, with the rest of the electricity supply 

being generated fro.IIl coal and nuclear sources. 

By I985, nuclear power could be beginning to play 

a. significant role as a source of process heat 

for inctustry~ 

/The importance of this • .,. 
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The importance of this policy is as folloliB : 

. .l 

First : all member States are firmly committed 

to an energy conservation policy, and all of·them, 

though to a greater or lesser degree, see the price 

mechanism as one of the most important ways of 

achieving it. Thus even if world prices fell, 

this would be an argument for maintaining 

domestic energy prices relatively high ; 

Sec<;md~;t : member States are commi ted to replacing 

oil as a source of heat and many kinds of power by 

nuclear and coal-generated electricity. Thus, 

increa~ingly, economic growth will no longer be 
:j 

! thought of as being underwritten by cheap oil, and 

the resistance to high oil price will weaken as oil 

is oh~eled increasingly into those activities 

for which substitutes are relatively hard to find, 

.~·· for exa.rnple, transport and chemicals manufacture. 

., Jhirdl;r : to maintain their commitment to developing 

/alternative fuels to ••••• 
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alternative fuels to imported oil, member States 

t-lill Ha.."lt to ensure that their determination is 

not tried too sorely. Thus, if we are to rely 

exclusively on a select subsidy system, a 

collapse in imported energy prices, if passed 

on to the consumer, could eventually reach a point 

where the expenditure burden for the public sector 

was no longer supportable. In other l-rords, I 

believe goven1ments are cowmitted to avoiding 

a replay of our experience in the I960 1s, if 

necessary by general measures of market protection. 

The argument, of course is about how to do it, 

when to do it, and at what price level to do it 

but I believe there is now a general acceptance 

of the idea.. 1.J.1here can be no doubt that as the 

process of upgrading the uses to which oil and 

gas are put proceeds, it will become much easier 

for Com~unity countricz as a whole to envisage 

relatively high ma.rket guaranties for oil and gas 

agaim~t ·nw risk of a world price fall. 

/NoTtT, let me co~e back ou 
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Now, le.t me come back to technical and financial 

problems and talk in terms of direct support. 

The European Community already has instruments 

of relevance to this field. The European Investment 

Bank is beginning to be a significant source of 

finance - loans to the British sector alone are 

nowrunning at well over 60 million pounds sterling 

so far. Funds have been provided through the 

Communityts Social Funo. to help train:ing programmes 

for North Sea divers and traj~ing in offshore 

drilling technology. A regulation exists providing 

for Community support for projects d~signed to 

advance technology in the field of oil and gas 

exploration, production, trro1sport and storage. 

A budget of some I3 million pounds sterling 

(25 MlJt)· per annum l'l'as voted :in !973 under YThich 

some 2I million pounds sterling (42o5 MUC) has 

already been approved as support for a first series 

of 2I projects. 

/Because of the tremendous ••• 
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Because of the tremendous response this last scheme 

has had from industry, the European Commission is 

now seeking to raise the budget ceiling to around 

25 million pounds sterling per annum (SO MUC). 

Meanwhile for the I975 exercise, !20 requests 

for support were received related to proposed 

investments totalling some I24 million pounds 

sterling (247.3 MUC) between I975 and 1977• 

Faced with this avalanche of proposals, the 

Commission is proposing to the Council of 

Ministers a further series of 38 projects for 

the I975 exercise supported to the extent of some 

22 mill ion pounds st er 1 ing ( 44· 7 rvroc) ' and 

representing a further overall investment effort 

of some 60 million pounds sterling (II8 MUC) 

between 1975 and I977• The Commission points out 

that, had the budget ceiling been higher, other 

worthwhile projects could have been supported 

/from amongst those mbmitted • 
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from amongst those submitted. It mey also be 

of interest for you to know that one of the 

projects which it is proposed to support concerns 

offshore production in Arctic conditions, such &g 

are fotind in off-shore Greenland. 

But while we are pleased l'lith these successes, 

there can be no doubt but that they are a very 

modest beginning. And so the ~~opean Commission 

is actively developing a whole series op 

proposals linked to a possible four-to-five fold 

increase in the overall level of Community 

financial involvement in energy. Currently this 

involvement is running at around 5 to 6% of energ..y 

investments in the Community, involving around 

31:0· mHlion pounds sterling a year. 

This four to five fold increase should9 of course, 

be seen in the context of what remains to be done 

in the next ten years to implemant the strc,;tegy 

/the Community h&e adopted. - •• a 
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the Community haa adopted - an effort t-lhich 

could involve a total expenditure of up to 

IOO thousand million pounds sterling, for the 

Community as a. whole. (200 milliard UC)o 

Whatever increases are finally agTeed, a 

substantial share will obviously be directed 

towards North Sea oil and gas. In this context, 

one specific instrument being actively considered 

is Community support for exploration and 

production in especially difficult conditions; 

particularly aimed at easing the problems of 

marginal fields. This would relate to off-shore 

developments in general, of course, not just those 

in the North Sea, though the question of Nhat kinds 

of geographical.l:imits to consider is one i'lhich is 

the subject of spirited discussion l-tith the 

Council's committees at this very momento 

/Polic;y: develoJ?_ments . i11 near futu.rt: 

As far as the production of oil oo• 
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Policy developments in near future 

As fe:r as the production of oil and gas within 

the Community is concerned, the Commission feels 

that it has defined the principles for common 

action. Now the urgent necessity is to translate 

these principles into a. further series of 

concrete actions. 

lve can only do this in close consul ta.tions with 

the governments and the industries concerned. 

ive have to build up a. sense of fellow-vmrking 

and mutual comprehension much larger than exists 

today. In that context, may I say how much I 

welcome the very specific suggestions you ha.ve 

put forward :!Jl your "Memorandum on Financing 

North Sea Oil" • It :i.a just the kind of clear 

posi-tion statement '1-le are going to need to 

make progress. 

/We are proposing to ooo 

l • 
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We are proposing to member States and companies 

a procedure to build up this mutual comprehension 

by consultation, not only through the unofficial 

channels which already exist, but through more 

regUlar official consultations with individual 

firms and representative bodies,. When dealing 

with neutral technical questions, for example, 

such as at or age problems, 1~e th:ink there should 

be representative bodies of the oil industry to 

advise the Commission. 

We are proposing a list of specific points to 

study together, to promote the development of 

Community production. I have circulated this 

1 ist for your information and. comi'Itent • 

Our intention, on the basis of these consul tat ions, 

is to make early progress i..'"l. four vital areas : 

first : the establishment of gua:ca;cfteed oi'i''LC:Lke 

/levels if \'mrld prices fc-Ul ••• 
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.. levels if world prices fall appreciably in 
~ 

relation to Community costs of production ; 

secondl~ : the underv.Tit:iilg of investment in 

Community oil end gas production so a.c to ensure 

a reasonable rate of return ; 

thi~~~ : an adequate utilisation of existing 

refining capacity end any new construct ion, taking 

into account developments foreseen out~ide the 

Community ; 

f011'thl;r : a price structure \-rhich balr:>.nces the needs 

of the consumer with an adequate rate of return on 

downstream investment. 

5• The role of small a,nd mediu.m-sized .E2.!DJ2!.~.1ies " 

What could be the role of the small to medium -sized. 

company in all this ? First I should make it clear 

that there are no commitments as to the futru:·e role 

of small and medium-sized companies in exploration 

and prod.uction in any of our :policy s-'l~!.":temen-t.~ to 

date. This is one important aspect of policy on 

/vlhich we would. Helcome the o c • 
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which we v10uld w·elcome .:a closer understa.11ding 

with you. 

But I may say that our prejudgement is favourable. 

The one specific scheme we have at the moment to 

suppor·t technological development has turned out 

to be of particular interest to such companies a.s 

i 
j yours, and I am not surprised to see your 

I 
·~ 

memorandum suggesting that the proposed support 

for exploration in difficult waters is of equal 

interest to you. 

For myself, I see your role as being necessarily 

I 

1 rather limited because of the economic realities 
' .I 
1 

·.1 of offshore activity, but none·theless of particular 

importa11ce in taking on nevt initiatives and new 

approaches to the problem. Secondly, I believe it 

.. 
-~'l ia important fo:r the Community to ensure the l'ridest 

possible :involv-ement of firms uhose activities can 

further the interests of the Community. 

/Ho1-1evor lie do attach great • .., 
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However we do attach gt•eat importance to the role 

of small and medium-sized compa...TJ.ies in dmmstrea.m 

activities. ~1ey help keep competition alive, to 

diversify so1~ces of supply, and to level out 

prices by developing the trade in refined products. 

Immediately after the oil crisis in the winter 

of I973/74, many people sav; little hope of a 

prosperous future for such companies, but with 

the development by oil producers of their Nm refininG 

capacity and, more generally, of their own oil-

trading companies, the existence of these companies 

takes on a new significance. 

Nevertheless, to take advantage of these long-terms 

changes, small and medium-sized companies will need 

to cooperate much more, not only to ensure regular 

supplies at competitive prices without excessive 

dependance on one su.pplior, but also in marketine-, 

and the management of storage capacity. 

/The function of buyers' 
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The formation of b~ers' cooperatives, especially if 

on a Community scale, could enable small and I 
medium-sized companies to deal directly with 

'Undertak:ings in oil exporting cou.lltries, by means 

of long-term contracts. Given this kind of 

continuity, independants could envisage their own 

refining, or the signing of long-term processing 

agreements with existing refineries. 

To encourage this role for the independants, the 

Commission can help, first of all, by ensuring 

that national and Commm1ity rules on competition 

are properly applied, ru1d by preventing discrimination 

by the oil majors. In pa~ticular, the common-

carrier principle must be observed by operating 

compan!es as regards pipelines wittin the Community. 

In the longer term, the development of a Co~munity 

oil and gas policy should help remove remainli1g-

barriers to the free circulation of petrole~m 

/products, and to the free ••• 
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products, and to the free establishment of firms. 

Last and very important, the Community can help 

ensure the survival of the independants in the 

event of a crisis. Apart from the Commission's 

proposals for an allocation syatem linked to an 

obligation for refining companies to supply, the 

Commission has envisaged the possibility of a 

compensation fund to cover ~ temporary difference 

between the independants' purchasing cost and 

those of international companies. 

But by and large the Commissions' approach in this 

sector is to restrict itself to making things 

possibl~and to rely upon the initiative of these 

small and medium-sized companies to seize the 

opportunities vrhich then exist by virtue of 

their own efforts • 

B.y w~ of conclusion, I believe I should put oil and 

/gas policy back into the ••• 
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gas polidy back into the overall framework of 

Comm1ll1ity energy policy. For it is not going 

to be possible to advance in this area of 

policy independantly of other areas, if 

Community energy policy is to reflect a balanced 

response to the interests and concerns of all the 

member St~tes involved. 

Britain f9r one has been reluctant to participate 

in the development of a Community energy policy 

which could constrain her freedom of action, 

and which might be thought to be too responsive to 

the consumer rather than the producer interest. 

Britain has not been alone in her hesitations -

on the consumer side, for example, there are many 

who hesit~e to commit themselves to the 
~ 

development of indigeneous ressources within the 

Community but outsid~ their territories for fear 

that such an effort could turn out to be a one wa:y 

street. 

/others still feel that the ••• 
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Others still feel that the moment is not right 

to develop major initiatives in Community policy, j 

especially those with important financial implications. 

What I have just said suggests that the scope 

for progress by consensus is very limited indeed. 

The Commission feels that it is essential for it 

to take the initiative in stressing the inadequacy 

of the kind of consensus that now exists • 

We now have to break through to a new common 

understanding of our il'lterest in working together, and 

an agreed way of giving that interest an early reality. 

This is something we have to do amongst member 

States at the level of overall energy policy, just as 

it is 01.1.r intention to do, in the way that I have 

outlined to you, in oil and gas policy. We have 

to rekindle a sense of urgency in energy matters, 

and create a common 1mderstanding on the basis of 

/which member States could begin ••• 
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which member States could begin to negotiate 

some o£ the positions they have adopted up 

to now. 

For that to be possible, I believe member States 

will have to discuss a package of policies with 

a viev1 to adopt:i11e them simil taneously. This 

package must be sufficiently wide-ranging to 

accomodate the essential interests of each 

member State. On the other ha.'l'ld, while being 

responsive to the energy problem the Co~~m1ity 

faces, it should be limited to the strict minimum 

of what is necessary, to simplify the negotiation 

as far as possible. Very shortly, the Commission 

will be putting fon.rard. its o1..rn proposal as the 

catalyst for the kind of negotiation t<Te want to 

seee 

I cannot discuss the detail of that package w·ith 

you todey, but you t-lill see \vhen it emerges that 

/t>~e lay considerable emphasis ... 
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we 1~ considerable emphasis on the need to make 

substantial progress in oil and gas policy in I 
some of the a.reas I have presented to you, dur:ing 

the next few months. 

In ~ opinion, it is only by creating a climate of 

mutual confidence of much greater substance and 

durability betw·een member Stateo that we can 

hope to make a real step forward towards a 

Community energy policy. This is an ambitious 

approach but one which, I believe, ~ecognises 

the interests of industry too, by holding up the 

prospect of a comprehensive political c-.nd economic 

framework within which they can operate with much 

greater certainty and confidence, and at the 

European level • 

.. 


